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Abstract 

We formulate the problem of query evaluatron over a 
relational database (EDB) supplemented by functron- 
free Horn clause rules (IDB) as a system of cooper- 
atmg processes commumcatmg by message passing 
Shared memory 1s not requrred, makmg thus approach 
surtable for distributed systems Thus modularrzatron 
offers flexrbrhty of rmplementatron and opportumtres 
to use exrstmg operatmg system features to enhance 
performance, as well as provrdmg a step toward prac- 
trcal parallel rmplementatron The technique 1s based 
on top-down constructron of a rule/goal graph fol- 
lowed by a muted top-down and bottom-up evaluation 
strategy employmg “srdeways mformatron passing” to 
restrrct the computatron to relevant, or at least po- 
tentrally relevant, portrons of mtermedrate relatrons 
Termmatron 1s guaranteed, but the termmatron con- 
drtrons are global m general, and their drstrrbuted 
asynchronous detection requires care We describe 
an efficient protocol to accomphsh this We descrrbe 
a greedy mformatron passmg strategy and mtroduce 
the monotone flow property for rules We discuss the 
relation of these concepts to acyclic database schemas 
and qual trees 
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1 Problem Statement 

We consider a first-order logrcal system without 
functron symbols consrstmg of 

An extensional database (EDB) consrstmg of 
ground atomrc formulas, also called facts, the 
EDB may be viewed as a conventronal relational 
database 

A permanent mtentlonal database (PIDB) con- 
srstmg of a set of Horn clauses, also called rules, 
whrch contams no posrtrve occurrence of a pred- 
rcate that appears m the EDB, and contains no 
occurrence of the drstmgurshed predrcate, goal 
The posrtrve literal of a clause 1s called the bead 
of the rule and the negatrve hterals are called its 
subgoals 

A query consrstmg of a set of Horn clauses 
(frequently Just one) whose positive hteral IS a 
drstmgurshed predrcate, goal, which does not 
appear negatively anywhere 

The union of the PIDB and the query rules 1s 
called the mtentronal database (IDB) 

We wash to compute the goal portron of the muumum 
Herbrand model of this system, I e , we wash to find 
all tuples t such that goal(t) 1s logrcally rmphed 
by the union of the IDB and the EDB Hereafter, 
we abbreviate “Herbrand model” to “model” We 
interpret thus relation as the answer to the query, and 
call the computatron evaluatmg the query 

The efficiency Issue can be summarrzed as restrrct- 
mg the computatron as far as possrble to the por- 
tron of the mmrmum model that contrrbutes to the 
derrvatron of goal tuples We can vrew a bottom 
up computatron as an operator on the combmatron 
of the IDB and EDB facts that takes as Input all 
facts derived m n or less steps and produces all facts 
derrved m n + 1 steps In the nonrecursrve case, this 
:an be reduced to an operator on the EDB alone 

lose output IS goal facts [Rer78] Thus operator 
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takes the form of a relational calculus or relational 
algebra expressron, and restrrctron to relevant tuples 
1s accomplished (at least m part) by known optr- 
mrzatron techniques [U1182] Such a reductron IS not 
possrble m the recursrve case The need to compute 
even a specrfied fact p(a, b) can give rrse to subgoals 
p(a, Y) or even p(X, Y) where the needed values of X 
and Y are not known a priory Therefore, restrlctmg 
the portron of the mmrmum model that 1s to be 
computed, rf It 1s done at all, must be done durmg 
the computatron 

1.1 Previous Work 

The problem was formulated, and the case of nonre- 
cursrve rules was consrdered, by Rerter [Rer78], who 
showed that this csse can be handled by standard 
relatronal algebra methods [U1182] In the recursive 
case, the solutron amounts to a least fixed pomt 
computatron, as was observed m [VEK76,AU79], al- 
though no actual algorithms were presented there 

It 1s known that the recursive problem can be 
solved by brute force, essentmlly by enumerating all 
possrble ground mstances of the IDB with all possible 
combmatrons of constants that appear m the system 
(prrmarrly m the EDB) substituted for the variables, 
and “reasonmg forward” until the mmrmum model 1s 
derived The running trme rs O(r?+O(“)) rf there are 
n constants m the system and at most t variables 
m any rule Vardl has shown [var82] that for a 
grven EDB, there 1s a worst-case exponential lower 
bound on query evaluatron trme as a function of the 
length of the IDB, provrded that an arbitrary number 
of variables per rule 1s permrtted So in a sense 
the brute force bound rs tight for the most general 
case However, m practice, rules do not have a huge 
number of variables, and exhrbrt other regularities of 
behavior, so rt 1s useful to look for special cases that 
can be solved more efficrently 

Henschen and Naqvr [HN84] have reported a 
method that tries to deal efficiently with a class of 
these problems, the primary hmrtatron being hear 
recurzIon, whrch means that the head of any rule 1s 
recursrvely related to at most one subgoal m the same 
rule 

McKay and Shapiro [MS811 have reported a more 
general solutron m which the entire mmlmum model 
1s not computed, but intermediate relations that are 
needed tend to be entrrely computed, even rf only a 
small part 1s actually useful for answermg the query 

Walker has descrrbed a system called Syllog [WalSl] 
The method 1s descrrbed mformally, so rt IS unclear 
how general it 1s 

Ullman has proposed a formalism using “rule/goal 

graphs” and “capture rules” for analyzmg a wider 
class of query evaluatron problems mcludmg rules 
wrth functron symbols [U1184] The focus of that work 
IS on choosmg among general computatron methods, 
a capture rule says “if the problem (or subproblem) 
has such-and-such proper&s, then such-and-such a 
method 1s apphcable n 

Porter has developed an approach based on Earley 
parsing [Por85] Recent proposals for treatmg thus 
problem can also be found m [Loz85,Vre85] 

1.2 Summary of Results 

We formulate the problem as a drstrrbuted compu- 
tation m a network of processes commumcatmg by 
messages The network structure depends only on the 
IDB Each process computes an mtermedrate relation, 
more or less by standard relatronal algebra methods 
During an mltrahzatron phase the specrficatrons for 
the relatron are recerved m messages from nerghbor- 
mg processes, and the process generates messages 
requestmg the relatrons rt needs as Input Durmg 
the computatron phase addrtronal specrficatrons (m 
the form of partial bmdmgs) and result tuples are 
passed back and forth by messages Finally, termr- 
nation messages srgnal that the requested relations 
have been completed No shared memory rs required, 
however, shared memory for mtermedrate relations 
can be used to reduce the total space requirement, 
at a sacrifice m srmphcrty Thus thus formulatron rs 
amenable to parallel computatron 

We describe a procedure that “bmlds” the network 
as a rule/goal graph that essentmlly reflects the 
structure of the IDB, and show that the procedure 
termmates for any finite IDB 

An rmportant feature of the rule/goal graph rs 
that predrcate arguments are drvrded mto 4 classes, 
u n c, “d,” “e,” and “f” Class %” are constants 
known at graph-constructron time Class “f’ are 
free varrables, the Job rs to find bmdmgs for them 
Class “e” are free variables whose values are not 
used, only the exmtence of a value rs mater& Class 
“d” 1s the Important class for effiaency, especmlly m 
recursively defined relations, an argument m thus class 
1s bound durmg the computation to a set of needed 
values Thus a class “d” argument functions as a 
semi-Join operand (Perhaps thmk of “d” as standmg 
for “dynamrcally bound “) It serves to restrict the 
computed part of the mtermedrate relatron to values 
that are (at least potentrally) useful for derrvmg goal 
tup1es 

We present a basrc set of messages that drive 
the computatron, and are sufficrent to carry out the 
computatron of the query answer The basrc set can 
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be extended m order to pass optlmlzatlon mforma- 
tlon, offering the posslblhty of taking advantage of 
statlstlcs on the EDB and usmg various heurlstlcs 

Recursive rules produce cycles of messages In 
particular, this method handles no&near recursJon, 
m which a goal depends recursively on two or more 
of Its subgoals m the same rule Nonlinear recursion 
frequently arises m dlvldeand-conquer algorithms, 
and occurs m certam polynomlally complete problems 
[VarSZ] Deletion of duphcates m cycles ensures that 
nodes become idle when the computation IS complete 
An addltlonal message protocol allows asynchronous 
dlstrlbuted detection of the fact that all nodes m a 
cycle are Idle simultaneously 

We mtroduce the monotone flow property for 
rules, and argue that for such rules there IS an 
efficient way to compute intermediate relations m the 
absence of other mformatlon Our notion of efficiency 
mvolves avoldmg the generation of tuples that, do not 
contribute to the query answer Rules that do not 
satisfy the monotone flow property have an mherently 
cychc structure that can produce mtermedlate results 
that are much larger than the final results, even when 
the subgoals’ relations are palrwlse consistent, I e , 
parwise, they have no “danglmg tuples n Experience 
indicates that the maJorlty of rules that occur 
m practice have the monotone flow property, so 
developing a methodology to take advantage of It 1s 
Justified 

These results have several possible apphcatlons 
They enhance the power of logic programmmg mter- 
preters by freemg the user from speclfymg the order m 
which rules and subgoals wlthm rules are processed, 
this IS analogous to the role of the relatlonal database 
model m freeing users from speclfymg navlgatlonal 
mformatlon In addition, the method 1s certam to 
terminate, avoldmg the well-known “left recursion” 
problems of strictly topdown methods Finally, the 
rule/goal graph with message passing between nodes 
breaks the problem up mto several modules with 
well defined mterfaces This decomposltlon offers 
opportumties to use existing operatmg system fea- 
tures, such as scheduhng, message queuemg, and 
multi-tasking It also provides a natural approach to 
parallel lmplementatlon of logical query evaluation 

2 Rule/Goal Graph Construction 

2.1 Basic Rule/Goal Graphs 

In order to build the basic rule/goal graph corre- 
spondmg to the IDB, we begin by constructmg a tree 
of goals reduced to subgoals through rules, much m 
the manner of Prolog and other top-down systems, 

startmg with a top-level goal node for goal Depth 
first search IS used, and terms “parent,” “child,” 
Uancestor,” and “descendant” will refer to the depth 
first spannmg tree Induced We consider edges m 
this tree to be oriented from chdd to parent, the 
dlrectlon m which “answers” flow Whenever an EDB 
subgoal (1 e , a subgoal whose predicate symbol IS 
m the EDB) 1s created, it remams as a leaf, It IS 
not processed agamst the actual EDB relation durmg 
graph constructlon Furthermore, whenever an IDB 
subgoal IS a variant of one of its ancestors, instead 
of expandmg It further, we Just create a cycle edge’ 
from the appropriate ancestor to the variant subgoal 
When these exceptlons do not apply, we expand a 
subgoal by creatmg a rule node for every rule whose 
head umfies with the subgoal and connect an arc from 
the subgoal node to each such rule node The rule 
node contams a copy of the rule that began with 
all new varlables, then had the most general umfier 
(mgu) apphed Thus the head m the rule node m 
exactly the same as the subgoal of its parent Now 
we create new gocrl nodes for all subgoals of the new 
rule node and put edges from the rule node to its 
subgoals 

Strong components m the rule/goal graph play an 
Important role m the computation Recall that a 
strong component 1s a maximal set of nodes such that 
each has a path to the other The reduced graph 1s 
obtained by collapsmg each strong component to a 
smgle node, and IS acyclic We also use the followmg 
terminology 

Definition 2.1: Let, r + s be an arc m the rule/goal 
graph As usual, we call r a predecessor of s, and call 
s a successor of r Furthermore, if r and s are m 
different strong components, we say r 1s a feeder of s, 
and s 1s a customer of r 0 

2.2 Information Passing 

Definition 2.2: An mformatlon passmg rule/goal 
graph 1s a varlatlon of the basic rule/goal graph, 
but 1s a more elaborate form, m which we propagate 
argument classes “c,” “d,” “e,” and “f” from the goal 
(1 e , parent) of the rule node to Its subgoal nodes 
Before creatmg a cychc edge to a goal node from an 
ancestor, we now require not, only that the ancestor 
ls a vanant, but that the arguments match on their 
classes as well Cl 

The class letters are mnemonics for “constant,” 
“dynamic,” “exlstentlal,” and “free,” respectively 

‘In the te-ology of depth first search, ths IS a back 
edge Thus term 1s clear m a context where tm edges are 
dwccted from parent to &ld, however, m our context, It would 
be confusmg to use ths termmology 
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Classes of arguments contammg a variable that 
appears m the goal are simply passed through to the 
correspondmg subgoal 

The subgoal arguments whose variables do not 
appear m the goal are classified as either “d” or 
“f” according to an mformatlon pasmg strategy, 
assuming the variable appears m more than one 
subgoal Any such variable appearing m multiple 
subgoals may be classified as “d” m all but one of 
those subgoals The idea 1s that the subgoal(s) that 
retam the “f” designation will be evaluated first and 
will furnish a set of valid values for that argument 
(hence variable) to the rule node, and the rule node 
will pass them to subgoals that have “d” designations 
The term “sideways mformatlon passing” was coined 
in [U1184] to describe this technique This 1s slmllar 
to, but more general than, the technique used m 
Prolog and other top-down systems to bmd subgoal 
arguments Essentially, Prolog solves the subgoals m 
order, left to right Here the system decides m which 
order to solve them, and can even choose to solve 
some %imul t aneously” 

Definition 2.3: More formally, an mformatlon pass- 
mg strategy 1s an acychc directed graph on the sub- 
goals of a rule The arc r + s IS present whenever 
an “f” argument of t furrushes bmdmgs for a “d” 
argument of 8 Cl 

Definition 2.4: A greedy mformatlon passing strat- 
egy 1s one m which the set of “d” arguments m 
the subgoals 18 maximally pushed forward, m other 
words, no subgoal relation 18 requested with some 
argument free If we could wat for tuples from another 
subgoal that has more bound arguments, and provide 
a set of bmdmgs for that argument 0 

Greedy mformatlon passing 1s based on the heuns- 
tic that maxmuzmg bound arguments 1s more lm- 
portant than mmmuzmg unbound arguments for the 
purpose of making mtermedlate relations small 

If a variable appears m one subgoal and nowhere 
else m the rule, it 1s labeled “e n It could be 
treated as “f” and produce correct results, but the 
“e” designation indicates that Its value will not be 
transmitted, possibly permitting greater efficiency 
For example, goal p(Xf , Y”) can be satlslfed by 
producing one tuple for each unique X even though 
there may be many Y values that go with a given X 

Example 2.1: Consider an example program PI 
contammg two EDB relations, r and q, an IDB 
predicate p, and query p(a, Z), where a 1s a constnat 
entered by the user The IDB consists of the following 

Prolog-style rules, where the goal p 1s on the left and 
the subgoals are on the right (Read “t” as “If “) 

Pl goal(Z) + ~(a, 2) 
P(X> Y) + P(X, V), q(K V), P(K Y) 
P(X, Y) + r(X, Y) 

The greedy mformatlon passing strategy for the 
recursive rule is 

P(X9 U) + qw V) + P(V, Y) 

since only X IS bound mltlally The mformatlon pass- 
mg rule/goal graph correspondmg to this strategy 
1s shown m Fig 1 (We omit the two top levels 
of the graph, mvolvmg goal, as they are trivial m 
this case ) Requests for mformatlon flow agamst the 
dlrectlon of the edges, “answers” flow m the edge 
direction Cyclic edges are shown by dashed hnea 
The superscripts on variables denote the bmdmg sta- 
tus of the arguments m which they appear Observe 
that the goal node p(a’,Zf) cannot supply tuples 
to nodes with different bmdmg patterns, necessltat- 
mg a separate goal node for p(Vd, Zf), however, a 
change m variable name does not prevent a goal node 
from supplymg tuplea to another node with the same 
bmdmg pattern Thus p(Vd, 21) supphea tuples to 
p(Vd, Y’) and p( Wd, Zf) in response to requests from 
those nodes, each request for tuples from p(Vd, Zf) 
provides a set of bmdmgs for the first argument 

The evaluation of the recursive rule for p( Vd, 21) m 
this graph proceeds as follows The leftmost subgoal 
inherits a “d” bmdmg from the head, 1 e , a set of 
values for the first argument The first step m to 
determine what p tuples match those values Then 
the the second arguments of these p tuples are used 
as a set of bmdmgs for the first argument of q, the 
second subgoal The set of second arguments for 
q becomes the set of first arguments for the thud 
subgoal, the rightmost p Fmally, the set of values for 
the second argument of the right p are associated with 
the original bmdmgs, producmg answers However, 
since p 1s recursive, all steps are interleaved 0 

Theorem 2.1: The mformatlon passing rule/goal 
graph construction procedure terminates for any 
finite set of function-free IDB rules, and the size of the 
graph 1s independent of the sizes of the EDB relations 

Proof There are only a finite number of predicate 
symbols, argument pmtlons, and permutations of 
bindings, and hence only a finite number of goal node 
labels such that no two are variants This provides a 
bound on the length of a wmple path, which together 
with finite degree of nodes, guarantees finiteness of 
the entire graph There 1s a techmcahty that repeated 
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P(OC, 29 - p(aC, V’), dud, V’),P(Vd, 2’) 

Ip(vd,j ,,I I I- p(Vd, 21) c p(Vd,Yf), q(Yd, wqP(Wd, Zf) 
A A A 

CL-j r( Vd, 2’) 

Figure 1 Greedy mformatlon passmg rule/goal graph for P1 

variables can occur m various patterns m different 
nodes, such as p(X, X, 2) and p(V, V, V), preventing 
them from bemg vanants, but again, there are only 
a fimte number of such patterns m 

When the graph 1s finished, we interpret each 
node as a processor that performs a relational 
computation Predicate nodes with rule-children 
compute the umon of the relations computed by their 
children, rule nodes combme then subgoal relations 
using Jom, select, and project The predicate nodes 
that are connected to an ancestor predicate node 
by a cychc edge perform a selection on the relation 
computed by the ancestor 

Observe that several nodes m the graph may have 
identical predicates and bmdmg patterns For single 
processor computation It 1s probably desirable to 
coalesce such nodes (thereby mtroducmg cross and 
forward edges) However, for distributed or parallel 
computation, combmmg nodes may well be counter- 
productive, so m this paper we shall assume that it 
1s not done 

3 Message Controlled Computation 

We now briefly outline how messages are used to 
accomphsh a dlstrlbuted query evaluation, once the 
appropriate graph 1s “bmlt n 

3.1 Basic Messages 

The relation request message triggers the beginning 
of computation and ldentlfies the classes of the 
arguments It originates at the top level goal 
node and 1s passed through the graph, agamst the 
orientation of the arcs Note that goal nodes with 
cychc arc9 out of them will receive at least two 
requests 

When a relation request includes some class “d” 
arguments, there follow a series of tuple request 
messages = the computation proceeds Each tuple 
request message specifies one bmdmg for all of the “d” 
arguments ’ Thus the complete speclficatlon of an 
intermediate relation consists of the relation request 
and the set of associated tuple requests 

Whenever a tuple 1s derived It 1s sent to the parent 
via a tuple message In the case of a goal node with 
cychc edges out of It, the tuple message 1s also sent 
to the other successor nodes, which are descendants 
Processes do not block, watmg for complete answers, 
before lssumg new requests In fact, m recursive 
rule evaluation, It would be Impossible to do so 

2A further enhancement would be to “package” a set of 
related tuple requests, m case the node eerv~cmg the request 
can gam some effiuency of volume E g , d an EDB relation 
r(X,Y) hss no mdex ?n Its -nd argument, then tuple 
requests r(X,a), s(X,b), , presented separately reqmre the 
whole r relation to be scanntd for each one If packaged, the 
retrieval can be done m one scan of r Comudermg that JMI 
mdex can be bmlt with one scan of r, and m the Interest of 
sunpbclty, we onut tlus feature 
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Therefore, answer tuples correspondmg to drflerent 
tuple requests may be mterleaved 

There are various trade-offs between the amount 
of space used to store temporary relatrons, the 
amount of commumcatlon between processes, and the 
amount of redundant computation m the form ofJoins 
and database retrievals We shall confine ourselves 
to a method that assumes space 1s plentrful, but 
commumcatron 1s expensive, because that seems to be 
the srmplest to descrrbe and verrfy Varlatrons can be 
defined and Justified m relation to this basic method 
Smce tuples and tuple requests come trlcklmg m 
throughout the computatron, rt IS approprrate for rule 
nodes to store then subgoals’ temporary relatrons, 
assuming no shared memory When a tuple arrives, 
provided rt does not duplicate one already received, rt 
is matched agamst the (partial) temporary relations 
of other subgoals to form new tuples vra Joins 
Detectron of duphcates 1s necessary to allow loops 
to terminate In addrtron, goal nodes store therr 
temporary relatrons, and only forward answer tuples 
that are genumely new (Trrvral goal nodes, with only 
one m-edge and one out-edge are exempt ) A goal 
node wrth multiple out-edges needs to furmsh answers 
m separate streams to each successor node, drfferent 
successors normally will be out of synchromzatron, 
and normally wdl have requested drfferent subsets of 
the total temporary relation at the goal node 

3.2 Distributed Termination of Cycles 

When a feeder node determmes that rt can produce no 
more tuples for a partrcular tuple request (or relation 
request), rt sends an end message to notrfy its cus- 
tomer (parent) of that fact A prereqursrte 1s recep- 
tion of end messages from all its own feeder subgoals 
The tricky part 1s determmmg asynchronously that a 
recursively defined relatron 1s fimshed An addrtronal 
protocol 1s used to determme that all queues m the 
strong component are empty The problem 1s that 
one (or a few) answer tuples may be trrcklmg through 
the nodes of the strong component, yet each node 
happens to be caught up on Its work at the time 
the message arrives askmg whether rt IS done The 
solution 1s to desrgnate the umque feeder node of each 
strong component as the “BFST leader,” and define 
a breadth first spannmg tree (BFST) for that strong 
component 3 The protocol 1s summarized m pseudo- 
code m Frg 2 and described below 

The boolean functron empty-queues0 IS mtended 
to return true when the node has received end 

3The absence of cross and forward edges guarantees a 
mque leader, and also ensures that the BFST comcldes with 
the depth first spamung tree 

messages from all Its feeders, and 1s Itself idle 
When empty-queues0 1s true for the BFST leader, 
rt orrgmates an end request message This message 
IS propagated through the BFST to all nodes of the 
strong component, against the dlrectlon of the edges 
(1 e , m the normal drrectron for request messages) 

Each node, upon recervmg an end request message, 
“remembers” Its arrival and sends an end request 
message to all its %hrld” nodes m the spanning 
tree The leaves of the spannmg tree automatically 
answer the first end request with an end negatrve 
message, which IS duly passed up the BFST to the 
leader Internal nodes of the BFST pass an answer 
up only after recervmg an answer from all children 
Upon receiving an end negatwe answer, and sssummg 
empty-queues0 IS stall true, the BFST leader starts 
another end request message down the BFST, and 
repeats this after each end negatrve answer If a node 
has been Idle for the entire perrod between two end 
requests, and has received an end confirmed message 
from all Its chddren m the BFST, rt answers the 
latest end request with an end confirmed message 
Otherwrse, after recervmg answers from all children, 
rt continues to answer end negatwe In order to 
“remember” how long rt has been idle, the node 
mcrements the variable idleness rf rt 1s idle upon 
recelvmg an end request (based on empty-queues0 
being true), it resets Idleness to zero whenever It 
receives work 

If the BFST leader receives end confirmed from all 
rts chddren and has itself been idle smce its last end 
request, then rt concludes the protocol by sending an 
end message to Its customer (parent) node 4 

Theorem 3.1: In the protocol descrrbed above and 
shown m Fig 2, the BFST leader issues an end 
message rf and only rf all nodes m the strong 
component are Idle and end messages have been 
recerved from all feeders of the strong component 

Proof If a node responds end confirmed, then Its 
Idleness 1s at least 2, meaning rt has been idle 
for the period between the two most recent end 
request messages Therefore, all nodes m the strong 
component are idle at the time the leader originates 
the last end request message, 1 e , the one to whrch 
all nodes respond end confirmed Furthermore, no 
node responds end confirmed unless rt has recerved 
end messages from all Its feeders B 

‘If nodes with ldentlcal preduzates and bmdmg patterns 
were coalesced, then the leader must propagate the end 
message around the strong component, as other nodes may 
have customers 
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boolean: empty-queueso; 
integer: idleness := 0; 
. . . 
procedure send-answer-tuple 

. . . 
if BFST-leader and empty-queues0 then 

idleness := 1; 
create-end-request; 
process-end-request; 

end if; 
end proc; 

procedure process-end-request 
if empty-queues.0 then 

idleness := idleness + 1 
else 

idleness := 0 
end if; 
waiting-for := num-BFST-children; 
if waiting-for > 0 then 

for child in BFST-children do 
send-end-request(child); 
idleness := empty-queueso; 

end for 
else 

if idleness > 1 then 
send-end-confirmed(BFST-parent) 

else 
send-end-negative(BFST-parent) 

end if 
end if; 

end proc; 

procedure process-end-negative 
waiting-for := waiting-for -1; 
if waiting-for = 0 then 

if BFST-leader then 
if empty-queues0 then 

idleness := 1; 
create-end-request; 
process-end-request; 

end if 
else 

send-end-negative(BFST-parent) 
end if 

end if; 
end proc; 

procedure process-end-confirmed 
waiting-for := waiting-for -1; 
if waiting-for = 0 and idleness > 1 then 

if BFST-leader then 
send-end(parent) 

else 
send-end-confirmed(BFST-parent) 

end if 
end if; 
if waiting-for = 0 and idleness 5 1 then 

process-end-negative 
end if; 

end proc; 

procedure process-tuple 
idleness := 0; 
. . . 

end proc; 

Figure 2: Protocol for distributed termination of a request, with request-id as implicit parameter 

4 The Monotone Flow Property 

Intuitively we may think of information passing as 
function evaluations in which “c” and “d” arguments 
are inputs and “f” arguments are outputs. Frequently 
the input “d” bindings flow through the subgoals 
and return to bind ‘9”‘s in the goal. The definition 
of the monotone ffow property is intended to cover 
the class of rules having a natural, efficient way for 
the bindings to flow, and is closely analogous to 
Sagiv’s uniqueness condition for database schemes 
[Sag83]. I am indebted to Y. Sagiv for numerous 
helpful discussions on the material in this section. It 
is based on the notion of hypergraph acyclity. Recall 
that a hypergraph is a generalization of a graph in 
which hyperedges are arbitrary sets of nodes instead 
of just pairs of nodes. 

4.1 Evaluation Hypergraphs and Qual ‘Ikees 

Definition 4.1: Given a rule in which each argu- 
ment in the head of the rule has a binding status, 
its evaluation hypergraph is the hypergraph with a 
node for each variable in the rule, and hyperedges as 
follows: 

l The variables in the head of the rule that have 
“c” and “d” binding classifications comprise the 
hyperedge of the head. We use a superscript b to 
underscore the fact that this hyperedge contains 
only bound variables. 

l The hyperedge of each subgoal consists of all 
variables in that subgoal. 

0 
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The intuition behind this definition is that evaluat- 
ing the rule for the bindings in the head can be viewed 
as evaluating a join expression in which the bindings 
in the head are one relation and the subgoals are the 
remaining relations. 

Definition 4.2: We say that a rule (with the given 
binding classifications) has the monotone flow prop- 
erty if its evaluation hypergraph is acyclic in the sense 
of [BFM*81,Yan81]. This version of acyclicity is also 
called a-acyclicity. 0 

Example 4.1: Consider the following Prolog-style 
rules, where the goal p is on the left and the subgoals 
are on the right. (Read “t” as “if.“) 

Rl: p(X, 2) +- a(X,Y), b(Y, V), c(U, 2). 

~2: P(X, 2) + 4X, Y, VI, W’, W, c(V, T), 
d(T), e(U, 2). 

R3: p(X, 2) + a(X, Y, V), b(Y, W, V), c(V, W,T), 
d(T), 46 2). 

Assume the first argument of p is a “d” and the second 
is an “f”. In the first rule, we see that information 
Ylows” from X to Y to U to Z quite naturally. In 
the second rule, information flows from X to both Y 
and V. Now we have a choice of whether to extend 
the flow next to U by evaluating subgoal b, or to 
T by evaluating c. But it really doesn’t matter, as 
these two extensions are independent; in fact, they 
can be done in parallel. The first two rules both 
have the monotone flow property. For example, the 
hypergraph of rule R2, shown in Fig. 3, is clearly 
acyclic. 

n Pb 

Figure 3: Bypergraph for rule R2. 

However, in the third rule, in which the flow begins 
the same way as in the second, the choice of where to 
go after a does matter. If we evaluate b next, we 
get W bindings to help restrict c, and vice uersa. 
On the other hand, if we do both in parallel, we 
risk computing two large relations that are nearly 

unjoinable due to mismatches on W. The third rule 
fails to have the monotone flow property, because of 
a cycle involving Y, V, and W, as shown in Fig. 4. 0 

Figure 4: Hypergraph for rule R3. 

Acyclic hypergraphs have numerous nice properties 
[BFM*81,Yan81]. The first one we shall make use 
of is the fact that the Graham reduction procedure 
both tests for acyclicity and exhibits a qual tree for 
the hypergraph when it is acyclic. The qual tree 
is an undirected acyclic graph whose nodes are the 
head and subgoals of the rule (i.e., the hyperedges of 
the hypergraph). (The remainder of the definition is 
given later.) The edges of the qual tree are output by 
the procedure, which consists of applying these two 
reductions to the hypergaph as long as possible: 

1. If a variable is currently in only one hyperedge, 
delete it. 

2. If a hyperedge hi is a subset of another hyper- 
edge hz, add an edge between hl and hz to the 
qual tree and delete hl from the hypergraph. 

It is known that a hypergraph is acyclic if and only if 
this procedure reduces it to one empty edge. In this 
case a qual tree has been constructed. We choose 
the node corresponding to the head of the rule as the 
root. 

The important qual tree property that makes a tree 
a qual tree is the following: For any variable in the 
rule, and any two hyperedges (rule head or subgoals) 
containing that variable, the path between those 
hyperedges in the qual tree only involves hyperedges 
(qual tree nodes) that also contain that variable. 
Cyclic hypergraphs do not have qual trees, but have 
qual graphs containing (undirected) cycles. 

Example 4.2: The qual tree for rule R2 of Exam- 
ple 4.1 with bindings p(Xd,Z/), whose hypergaph 
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was shown m Fig 3 1s 

9 
b/L 
I ! 
e d 

By dlrectmg all edges away from the root, we obtam 
the greedy mformatlon passing strategy that goes 
with this qua1 tree It 1s the one described m 
Example 4 1 0 

Theorem 4.1: The mformatlon passmg strategy ob- 
tamed by dlrectmg all qua1 tree edges away from the 
root (I e , the qua1 tree node for the rule head) 1s a 
greedy one 

Proof We build the graph that will define the 
mformatlon passmg strategy by copymg the qua1 tree 
We show by mductlon on the number of nodes already 
added to the mformatlon passing graph that each 
node has m-mum bound variables when it IS added 
to the graph It IS clearly true for the root, with 
0 nodes m the graph, because it 1s the only node 
that mltlally has bmdmgs For k > 0, we define 
the k-adJacency to be the set of nodes not yet m the 
information passing graph, but adJacent (m the qua1 
tree) to a node already m the graph Select as the k-th 
node to add a node a that has m-mum bmdmgs 
among nodes m the k-a&acency We clcum that d 
c 18 not m the k-adJacency (and not m the graph), 
then c has no more bmdmgs than a Let b be the 
qua1 tree ancestor of c that is m the k-adJacency By 
the qua1 tree property, every bound variable m c also 
appears m b, since bmdmgs propagate from nodes 
already m the graph But b has no more bmdmgs 
than a, proving the claim 1 

4.2 Extendable Monotone Flow 

Consider an mformatlon passing rule/goal graph 
contammg two rule nodes u and UI, such that a path 
from w to u passes thru only goal nodes This lmphes 
that the head of the rule at w corresponds to a 
subgoal, say p, m the rule at u, and their argument 
bmdmgs also match Possibly I, and w are the same 
node, but we consider separate copies of their rules, 
which we call R,, and & Assume that & and 
R,,, have the monotone flow property, and that then 
mformatlon passmg strategies correspond to the qua1 
trees of their evaluation hypergraphs, as dlscussed m 
the previous paragraphs 

Suppose we “extend” & by resolvmg on p with 
&, m other words, first umfy the head of R,,, with 
subgoal p, then replace p m & by the subgoals of 
R&, Let the argument bmdmgs for the head of 
the extended rule be the same as R, Can we say 
anything about this extended rule, m regards to the 
monotone flow property? The questlon 1s especially 
mterestmg when the extension 1s done by resolving on 
a recursive subgoal, because then the property might 
be transmitted to all recursive extensions of the rule 
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Figure 5 Qual tree composltlon 

Theorem 4.2: Let V, w and subgoal p be as de- 
scribed above Suppose p appears as a leaf m the qua1 
tree of v Then the qual trees of u and w compose to 
produce a qua1 tree for the extended rule produced by 
resolvmg R, and &, on p The composltlon of qual 
trees 1s performed as follows Attach the neighbors of 
the root pb of the qual tree of w to the parent of the 
resolved leaf p m the qua1 tree of u, removmg both p” 
and p (See Fig 5, the analogy to resolution 1s clear ) 

Proof It IS clear that the composed tree has a node 
for each subgoal of the extended rule, and has a node 
for the bound variables of the head Recall that qua1 
tree nodes are actually hyperedges of variables It 
remains to show that the composed tree has the qua1 
tree property, namely that If any variable X appears 
m two dlstmct nodes of the composed tree, It also 
appears m every node on the path between them The 
only problem 1s when the two nodes were m different 
qual trees before the composltlon But the variables 
of the two rules are dlsJomt except for the effects of 
umficatlon, and all variables affected by umficatlon 
appear m subgoal p of R, and/or the head of R,,, 
Smce p 1s a leaf m the qual tree, It 1s a leaf m the 
mformatlon passmg graph as well, which lmphes that 
the free variables of p appear nowhere else m the 
qual tree of R,, Moreover, all bound variables of p 
appear m the qual tree parent of p (by the qua1 tree 
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property) It follows that if variable X appears m 
two nodes, say s from the qua1 tree of R, and b from 
the qua1 tree of R,,,, then X appears m the parent of 
p, and also m pb (which 1s not m the composed tree) 
But we know then that X appears everywhere m the 
path from b to some neighbor of p”, and that neighbor 
1s now adJacent to the parent of p m the composed 
tree Fmally, X appears everywhere m the path from 
the parent of p to s, verlfymg the qua1 tree property 
I 

4.3 Monotone Flow and Efficiency 

We conJecture that under “reasonable assumptions” 
the optimal mformatlon passmg strategy for rules 
having the monotone flow property 1s the greedy one 
suggested by the above examples, and baaed on a qua1 
tree Our “reasonable assumptions,” which assert a 
high degree of Ignorance about the relations m the 
EDB, are 

The relations of all subgoals are of comparable 
size, and large 

Each bound argument reduces the relation size 
by an order of magnltude,5 with a correspondmg 
reduction m retrieval cost (Bound arguments 
function as selectlons ) 

The size of a JOT relation 1s the size of the cross 
product, reduced by one order of magmtude for 
each pair of Jam arguments, I e , each pair of 
subgoal arguments contammg the same variable 

The cost of computmg a Jam 1s proportional to 
the sum of the sizes of the operands and the size 
of the result 

Multlphcatlve log factors, such as would arlse 
from sorting or mamtammg indices, can be 
ignored, either because some hashing method 1s 

used, or because they are about the same for all 
alternatives 

Our conJecture 1s based on the algorithm m [YanSl] 
for computmg Jams over acychc schemes That 
algorithm uses the qua1 tree and works essentially 
m two stages In the first stage, a series of seml- 
Joins analogous to our mformatlon passmg 1s carried 
out to prune the relations (nodes m the qua1 tree) 
down to palrwlse consistency In the second stage, 
the pruned relations are Jomed usmg the qual tree 

5We say n 1s “reduced by an order of magmtude” d Its 
loga&un 1s reduced by some constant factor o < 1, where 
the same a 1s used for all size and cost e&mates that mse 
Eg,fifa= 3 1s used, and the orlgmal relation has size n, we 

assume that selectlon on one argument yields about n 3 tup1es 

and selectlon on two arguments yields about n 3 tuples 

as an expresslon tree The acychclty and palrwlse 
consistency guarantee that the temporary relations 
formed m the second stage grow monotonically, 
hence their size IS bounded by the size of the final 
result Because our computation mvolves recursive 
subgoals m general, we cannot exactly Imitate this 
algorithm Nevertheless, the greedy mformatlon 
passing strategy, supported by qua1 trees m the case 
of monotone flow rules, seems to be a well motivated 
heurlstlc at the very least 
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